I. Chairs


American Art of the XX Century
Museum of Modern Art, New York

February 14, 1955


II. Lamps and Lighting Equipment


III. Glass and Tableware


   Designer: Edith HEATH. Manufacturer: Heath Ceramics, Sausalito,  
   California.

   Designers: Howard SITTERLE and Keith HOVIS. Manufacturer:  
   Sitterle Ceramics, Croton Falls, New York.

249. Pepper mill and salt dish: white porcelain. 1949-50. Designers:  
   Trudi and Harold SITTERLE. Manufacturer: Sitterle Ceramics,  
   Croton Falls, New York.

250. Plate (10" - 25.4 cm. diameter), plate (8" - 20.3 cm. diameter),  
   bowl (6" - 15.2 cm. diameter): prism crystal glass. 1952. Designers:  
   Scott WILSON and Fritz FOORD. Manufacturer: Lancaster Lens Company, Lancaster, Ohio.

251. Ice tub: molded glass. Manufacturer: West Virginia Glass  
   Specialty Company, Weston, West Virginia.

252. Three tumblers (5 1/4" - 13.3 cm., 3 1/4" - 8.3 cm., and 2 1/2"  

253. Three tumblers (4 3/8" - 10.6 cm., 3 3/8" - 8.6 cm., and 2 7/8"  
   - 7.3 cm. high): clear glass, rounded bottoms. c. 1945. Manufacturer:  
   Imperial Glass Corporation, Bellaire, Ohio.

254. Highball glass, tall, narrow: clear glass. c. 1945. Manufacturer:  
   Seneca Glass Company, Morgantown, West Virginia.

255. Two highball glasses (5 3/8" - 13.6 cm. high): clear glass, sham  
   bottoms. c. 1939. Designer and manufacturer unknown.


266. Tumbler: red plastic. c. 1942. Designer and manufacturer unknown.


268. Four tumblers (4 7/8" - 12.4 cm., 4 1/8" - 10.5 cm., 3 1/2" - 8.9 cm., and 2 1/4" - 5.7 cm. high): white flexible plastic. c. 1945. Designer: Earl S. TUPPER. Manufacturer: Tupper Corporation, Farnumsville, Massachusetts.


IV. Accessories


   Designer: Ernst LICHTBLAU. Manufacturer: Joseph Franken, New York,
   New York.

   Designer: Lurelle V. A. GUILD. Manufacturer: Kensington, Inc.,
   New Kensington, Pennsylvania.

   New York, New York.

297. Two candle holders: white enameled spring wire. c. 1952. Ekco

298. Cocktail shaker (1 Quart - 1.14 litre capacity): chromed metal.
   1939. Designer: W. Archibald WELDEN. Manufacturer: Rome
   Manufacturing Company Division of Revere Copper and Brass, Inc.,
   Rome, New York.

299. Cocktail shaker (1 1/2 quarts - 1.70 litre capacity): aluminum,
   cork stopper, wood stirrer. 1943. Designer: Peter SCHLUMBOHM.
   Manufacturer: Chemex Corporation, New York, New York.

   Grosjean, Woodhaven, New York.

301. Multiple bar tool: bronze. 1940. Manufacturer: Barcalo Manufac-

302. Bottle opener with magnetic top to hold bottle caps: manganese
   bronze. 1949. Designer: John Hays HAMMON Jr. Manufacturer:
   Hammond Research Corporation, Gloucester, Massachusetts.

Kitchen Equipment


311. Ice bucket (10" - 25.4 cm. diameter): hard black rubber. c. 1946. Manufacturer: Chelsea Products, New York, N. Y.

312. Two bowls (7" - 17.8 cm. diameter): white and yellow translucent flexible plastic. 1945. Designer: Earl S. TUPPER. Manufacturer: Tupper Corporation, Farnumsville, Massachusetts.


322. Individual cream servers for restaurant use (1 3/4" - 4.5 cm. high):
opaque blue and ivory plastic. c. 1953. Manufacturer: Allied Manu­
facturing Company, Massachusetts.

323. Three cookie cutters: red and yellow plastic. c. 1947. Designer
and manufacturer unknown.

324. Six-part cookie cutter: tin. c. 1940. Designer and manufacturer
unknown.

facturing Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

326. Pie slicer: metal wire. c. 1941. Designer and manufacturer
unknown.

327. Ladle: stainless steel, plastic handle. c. 1946. Designer:
James HVALE & EKCO PRODUCTS COMPANY. Manufacturer: Ekco Products
Company, Chicago, Illinois

328. Cake turner: stainless steel, plastic handle. c. 1946. Designer:
James HVALE & EKCO PRODUCTS COMPANY. Manufacturer: Ekco Products
Company, Chicago, Illinois.

329. Ice-cream spade: chromed metal, plastic handle. c. 1948. Manu­

Phillips Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

331. Shrimp cleaner: red plastic. Designer: GERSHEN-NEWARK. Manu­

332. Vegetable peeler: metal. c. 1944. Manufacturer: Ekco Products
Company, Chicago, Illinois.

333. Kitchen tool: chromed metal, rosewood handle. c. 1942. Manufacturer:


VI. Tools


VII. Toys


VIII. Miscellaneous


   Designer: Earl S. TUPPER. Manufacturer: Tupper Corporation, 
   Farnumsville, Massachusetts.

366. Shampoo container with massager top: translucent flexible plastic. 
   1954. Designer: Earl S. TUPPER. Manufacturer: Tupper Corporation, 
   Farnumsville, Massachusetts.

367. Toothbrush container: translucent flexible plastic. 1954. Designer: 
   Earl S. TUPPER. Manufacturer: Tupper Corporation, Farnumsville, 
   Massachusetts.

368. Square pill boxes (1" x 1" - 6.25 cm. square): plastic, clear and 
   opaque color combinations c. 1952. Designer and manufacturer unknown.

369. Round pill boxes (1 1/2" - 3.8 cm. diameter): opaque blue, white, 
   and clear green plastic. c. 1953. Designer and manufacturer unknown.

370. Rectangular dispensers for aspirin (1 1/4" x 1 3/4" - 3.2 x 4.5 cm.) 
   opaque ivory, green, and red plastic. c. 1953. Designer: Neil S. 
   WATERMAN. Manufacturer: Atlantic Plastics for E. R. Squibb & Company, 
   New York, New York.

371. Drugstore prescription pillboxes (covered tubular containers, 
   3" and 2" - 7.6 and 5 cm. high): clear plastic. c. 1954. Manufac­ 
   turer: Lerner, Garwood, New Jersey.

372. Two small cylindrical containers (1 1/2" - 3.8 cm. diameter): clear 
   plastic. c. 1953. Designer and manufacturer unknown.

373. Small rectangular boxes (1 3/4" - 4.5 cm. long; used in workshops 
   to store small nails and screws): clear plastic. c. 1954. Designer 
   and manufacturer unknown.
374. Small square boxes (4.5 cm - 1 3/4" square; used to store nails and screws): clear plastic, c. 1954. Designer and manufacturer unknown.

375. Rectangular box for fishing bait: clear plastic, c. 1944.

376. Round containers with recessed lids for stacking (3 3/4" - 9.5 cm. diameter): clear plastic, c. 1954. Designer and manufacturer unknown.
Manufacturer: Tri-State Plastic Moulding Company, Kentucky.


